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Fragments, Ruins, Artifacts, Torsos
Karen E. Till
He who wishes to approach his own buried past must act like a man who
digs. …[F]acts of the matter are only deposits, layers that deliver only to
the most meticulous examination what constitutes the true assets hid-
den within the inner earth: the images which, torn from all former con-
texts, stand—like ruins or torsos in the collector’s gallery—as the trea-
sures in the sober chambers of our belated insights. And, in order to dig
successfully, a plan is certainly required. Yet just as indispensable is the
spade’s careful, probing penetration of the dark earthen realm; and he
who only keeps the inventory of his finds, but not also this dark bliss of
the finding itself, cheats himself of the best part. The unsuccessful search
belongs to it just as fully as the fortunate search. This is why memory
must not proceed by way of narrative, much less by way of reports, but
must, rather, assay its spade, epically and rhapsodically in the most rigor-
ous sense, in ever new places and, in the old ones, to delve into ever
deeper layers.1
If we are to practice empathetic historical geographies, we must be willingto dig. For Walter Benjamin, the act of digging was a politically radicalone intended to undermine the nationalist project of writing history. Ben-
jamin describes how the past is always constructed in the present, thereby
challenging the idea that time progresses forward in a linear fashion. Indeed,
as Jacques Derrida and others remind us, the past (like death) does not liter-
ally exist. What exists is the process of creating traces from the past that are
“strained toward the future across a fabled present, figures we inscribe because
they can outlast us, beyond the present of their inscription.”2 This is true for
the practice of historical geography, just as much as it is for other social prac-
tices including heritage productions or the construction of memorials.
As the papers and panel discussions on “Practicing Historical Geography”
indicated, historical geographers have become increasingly aware of the ways
we inscribe time and place, or to use Benjamin’s words, the ways we unearth
fragments, ruins, artifacts, and torsos, and then exhibit them in our collectors’
galleries. We were left with many questions to discuss, to which I would add
the following: How do we write about the processes and contexts by which
“authors and landscapes produce one another?”3 What past(s) do we create as
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objects of study and why? How do we (and other authors) use space, place,
landscape, and region to delimit and define that past? How do we (and other
authors) use time (“the past”) to define space, place, and landscape? And—
because spatial metaphors have histories and therefore matter4—why do we
use archaeological and geological metaphors to understand and write about
how time and space are mutually constructed?5
  
AM: “When the Aktives Museum started in the West [in Berlin] it had a
lot to do with the Geschichtswerkståtten [history workshop] movement,
with the idea “dig where you are”—that means that you should make
traces of history visible and work with concrete things...”6
In my research and writing about social memory work in Berlin, Ger-
many, I try to explore why and how groups claim, construct, and delimit
places and landscapes to construct the past and a sense of social identity. The
individuals I study (and sometimes work with) come from different social
groups and institutions. They are historians, members of local history work-
shops, citizen activists, members of the media, museum and memorial experts
and employees, artists, educators, tour guides, public relations directors, stu-
dents, and politicians, among others. They write histories (in academic jour-
nals, newspapers, local newsletters, and through art), engage in social activ-
ism, establish and work in places of memory, educate the public at large about
the past (and past places), study groups who visit places of memory, and so on.
These individuals are incredibly self-reflexive about what they do. Moreover,
they deal with difficult emotional relationships to a dark national and social
past (including guilt, regret, mourning, denial, and responsibility) at the same
time that they try to connect to future generations.
AM: “… I think that there are two different processes in your mind that
you have to deal with [with respect to the history of National Socialism
and the Holocaust]: the crimes and the consequences, and the mourn-
ing for the victims—they are two different aspects.”
KT: “Couldn’t you imagine making an exhibition with these two per-
spectives together? …”
AM: “I think they should be separated in space. This was one of the
reasons why the provisory exhibition at the Topography of Terror had
this emotional impact even though it was very abstract—the authentic




To practice historical geography, we must also write empathetic geographi-
cal histories.7 When we write stories about places, the peoples involved in
their establishment, and how groups use(d) these places to define their pasts as
well as their relationships to that past in the present and future, we become
part of those processes we study. We too search for and create artifacts and
torsos. Ideally, we could try to work in a collaborative way with the individu-
als and places we study. Practicing such interpretative and feminist historical
geographies is often difficult in practice. As all of the essays in this special issue
well describe, there are many institutional and temporal boundaries, silences,
and forms of containment that we encounter and produce through our work.
For example, despite my ever-changing outsider/insider status in Berlin, my
very presence as an American “expert” conducting research in and writing
about certain places can be used in both positive and negative ways by others,
such as discrediting the memory work of a group, or discrediting the signifi-
cance of a place. But collaborative work might lead to other possibilities. It
might help us learn how to “dig.”
KT: “The Aktives Museum—what does it mean?”
AM: “The original idea was to have a building with many documents
and other material about the time period 1933-45 (…) but the word
active meant to have a building with opportunities for work. For ex-
ample a school class that is dealing with the history of Jewish persecution
in their neighborhood should have the opportunity to make a project.
They would get material and a worker who can help them with the tech-
nical things like enlarging photos, and after one week they would have
an exhibition they could present in their school. This was what we wanted.
It would not be a museum you go to, pay entrance fees, walk through an
exhibition for an hour and return home. Aktives Museum means that you
should work out something for yourself. You could do this in a group or
as an individual—you could come and read in the library, and return
home with photocopies. Or you would have the opportunity to speak to
time witnesses, watch films… a much wider spectrum of activities. That
was what we imagined because we said that for this topic of National
Socialism—at the place of the perpetrators, at the place where the bu-
reaucracy committed crimes, thought them out [at the former Gestapo,
Secret Police, and Reich Security Service headquarters]—you cannot cre-
ate an authoritative museum. You can only respond by encouraging and
enabling people to discover their own history … to learn history by ac-
tively working with it [in place].”
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